
Chapter 7 

MCNP PHYSICS AND 

MATERIAL CROSS 

SECTIONS 

7.1 Problem ‘J?ype 
. 

The MODE card specifies the pmblem type; neutmn-anly (N), neutron-photon 
(NP), photawnly (P), photon&ctmn(PE), electron-xdy (E), or neutron- 
phokaekctron (NPE). Note that an electronaly problem by nature is alw 
an ektmn-photo prob1.a. The PEYS card specifies the physical mpecta of 
the problem. It e&a an upper energy limit and energy cut-olTs and controls the 
allowed photon and electron interactions. At other than mom temperature, the 
TMP (fre+gzs temperature) and the TlITME (thermal times) card are needed 
for neutrons. 

7.2 Cross Sections 

A munber of crowsection librsiea are wailable. Use of the default library is 
recommendw& consult the code CIQ the use of various libraries. Ekch cell requires 
ita own cress sections, speciiied by a material number. There are eight cl- 
of r,uclear data tables for use in MCNP: 

Neutron continuous energy: point-wise - sections, for all reactions, to- 
gether with angular distributions (and energy distribution for inelastic 
scattering) and the average number of neutrons per ii&m for iissionabie 
isotopes; as well as the atomic weight and the Q-w&e for each reaction . 

Neutron discrete reaction: reaction - eections are averaged (flat-weighted) 
into 262 energy gmupq useful if computer et-rage in liited or for use with 
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trace quantities of isotopes, but not recommended when dealii with IFS- 
onawe.. Angular distributions, energy diitributions, ek. are not averaged 
here. 

Neutron dosimetry: wed Z_Y a response function for the dcse calculation tally. 

Thermal neutrons (< 4 MeV): optional but essential fx thermalization pmb- 
Iems. 

Photon: (atomic), a logarithmic energy grid is given, including the photc- 
electric edges and the pair-production threshold. Tables of coherent and 
incoherent form factors are tabulated zs a function of moment transfer. 
The logarithms of photoelectric, incoherent, coherent and pair productions 
are given, as well a+. the photon heating numbers. Angular distribution 
are isotropic for the photoelectric effect, fluorescence and pair production, 
while Thomson and Klein-Niihina formuIw are used for coherent and in- 
coherent scattering. 

Electron: (akmic) bransstrahlung production and energy distribution, x-ray 
production, K-edge energiea and iluorescent probabiities, electron stop- 
ping powers and ranges, angular deilections and energy-bxs parameters. 

Mulltgroup: optional for forward pmblems, but are the only libraries allowed 
in multigmup/adjoint problems. 

The m&card ti the makrial card, Mm, with m correspondiig to the ma& 
rial number in the cell card. It as&as the isotopic wmpcsition of the material in 
the cell. Each isotope and its cwes-sec tion library are identii?ed, together with 
ik atomic or weight fraction in the mixture. Some other optional keywords are 
available with the Mm card, for mcwe specific - section information cn.wlt 
the manual. The DRXS card can be used k enforce a discrek energy treatment 
of the neutron - section of a designated, or all, isotopes. 

The TOTNU (ktal i?ssion card) pm$des control cwer the use of total (prompt 
and delayed) versa pmmp&only hion neutrons. Fiiion in any cell can be 
turned-off with the NONU card. 

Atomic weight ratica can be des+kd, if not avaiLable, via the AWTAR 
card. Nok that the VOID card can be wed to selectively void cell% witbat 
replacing the atomic number and density in the cell car&, k for example examine 
the effect of a particular cell on the ml&on. 

The MTm makrial card can used to aaociak an isotope to a particular 
thermal-treatment data if a cmwextion dak dXerent from that wed in the 
Mm card. 

MCNP uses a data directory file, XSDIR, k lind dak kblea for each is~kpe. 
Cme+sectiom not liikd in thii directly can be located wing the XSm card. 
Multigroup calculations, forward or adjoint, require the use of the MGOPT 
card. 



7.3. W0R.K PROBLEMS 

7.3 Work Problems 

Explain each parameter in the following cd.% 

1. Mt NLIBSOD 100118016.50 C 16012 1 

2. MGOPT F 12 SMODE P 

3. VOID 

4. Ml 1001 18016 1 
MT1 LWTR.07 
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